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Results generalizing and unifying fixed point theorems of Edelstein, Fisher, Jungck, Matkowski, Rhoades, Seghal and others are obtained for four systems of maps on a finite product of compact metric spaces.
Coordinatewise weakly / asymptotically commuting maps
Throughout this paper we shall follow the following notations (cf.
[l]- [2] , [9] , [14] - [15] ). Note that here or simply {s™} denotes a sequence from the product space X of n metric spaces Xi, i = 1,..., n. DEFINITION 1. Two systems of maps {PI,..., P N } and {SI,..., S N } are coordinatewise commuting at a point a;(l,ra) € X if and only if Pii'S'iC^Cl.«))»---»»))) = 5i(Pi(x(l,ra)),...,P"(x(l,n))), i = l,...,n.
Two systems of maps {Pi,..., P n } and {Si,..., £"} are coordinatewise commuting on X (cf. [15] ) if and only if they are coordinatewise commutating at every point of X.
DEFINITION 2. Two systems of maps {Pi,..., P n } and {Si,..., S n } are coordinatewise weakly commuting at a point x(l,n) € X if and only if di(n)),..., S B (*(1,»))), Si(Pi(*(l, n),..., P n (z(l, n))))
Two systems of maps {Pi,...,P n } and {Si,...,S"} are coordinatewise weakly commuting on X (cf. [15] ), if and only if they are coordinatewise weak commutating at every point of X. Notice that Definitions 1-3 with n = 1 are the standard ones of commuting, weakly commuting (see [13] ) and asymptotically commuting [17] (also called compatible [6] ) maps.
We remark that the following examples show that (i) weakly commuting systems of maps need not be commuting, and (ii) asymptotically commuting systems of maps need not be weakly commuting. Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 works. Remark 1. An examination of the proof of Theorem 1 (see [15] ) suggests that the condition (2.4) of the above theorems may be replaced by (2.4a):
+ d;(Ti(y(l,n)),Pi(x(l,n)))]}J for all x(l, n), y(l, n) in X, i = 1,..., n, then the system of equations
Matkowski [9] has shown that the system of inequalities X)fc=i a »fc r fc < T ii i -1,..., n, has a solution r,-> 0, i = 1,..., n, iff (1.3) holds. This clearly explains the definition of h in (2.4). For a detailed analysis on this aspect, refer to [9] (see also [2] , [14] and [15, p. 795] 
for such x(l,n), 2/(1, n) G A' that the right hand side of the inequality is positive, where n Mi(x(\,n),y(l,n)) = max j ^ aikdk(Sk(x(l, n)),Tk(y(l, n))),
H^ii^l^W.giiyCl.nJJJ + dKWl.nJJ.PiCiCl,«)))]}, i = 1,..., n.
Then the system of equations
Pi(x(l,n)) = Si(*(l,n)) = Xi = Qi(x{l,n)) = r,(x(l,n)) has a unique common solution xi,...,xn such that X{ € Xi, i = 1,..., n.
Proof. We assert that M,(x(l,n), j/(l,n)) = 0 for some x(l,ra),y(l,n), otherwise functions ¿(»(1, n), y( 1, n)) = , i = h • • •, n, are continuous and satisfy /,(x(l, ra), j/(l, n)) < 1 on X X X, i = l,...,n. Since X xX is compact, there exist u(l,n),v(l,n) 6 X such that /¿(x(l,n), 2/(1' n )) ^ = /¿(w(l, n), ra)) < 1 for x(l,ra),j/(l,n) G A. Consequently, dj(P,(x(l,n),y(l,n))) < A,M,(x(l, n), y(l, n)), i = 1,..., n, on A" with Aj < 1. That is n < max | y }T(\iaik)dk(Sk(x(l,n),Tk(y(l,n))),
.., n, where b = max{Ai,..., An}.
So, by Theorem 1 bis and Remark 1, there exists a z(l, n) 6 X such that Pi{z{\,n)) = 5<(*(l,n)) = * = Ti(z(l,n)) = Qi(z(l,n)), i = l,...,n.
Consequently we have the contradiction Mj(z(l,n),z(l,n)) > 0, and Mj(z(l,n),z(l,n)) = 0. Since Mi(x(l,n),y(l,n)) = 0 for some x(l,n),
Since the systems {Pi,...,P n } and {5i,...,5 n } are coordinatewise asymptotically commuting, then the equality 5i(x(l,n)) = Pi(x(l,n)) (cf. (2.7) ) implies, by considering the sequence {s™} where s™ = x(l,n) for m G N, that P,(£i (*(l, n) ),..., S"(s(l,»))) = 5 i (P i (ar ( 1, n) ),..., P n (x ( 1, n))) i.e. P{(w(l, n)) = 5i(w(l,ra)). Similarly
Then ¿.
•(fiHl,»)),^) = ¿¿(PiMl.n^QiMl.n))) n (y(l,n) ), Qi(y(l,n)), Qi(»(l>«))) +di(Ti(y(l,n)), Pi( W (l,n)))]}, i = l,...,n.
< max | £aikd k (Sk(w(l,n)), T k (y(l,n))), di(Si(w(l,n)), Pi(w(l,n))), k=l di(Ti
Since without any loss of generality we can assume di(Pi(w(l,n)),Wi) < r;, the above inequalities yield di(Pi(w(l, n)), W{) < ma,x{hri,di(Pi(w(l,n)),Wi)} that is di (Pi(w(l,n) ),Wi) < hri, i = l,...,n, wherein n h = maxjr," 1 ^a ifc r fc |. Similarly Q,(w(l,n)) = W{, i = 1,..., n.
The uniqueness of W{, i = 1,..., n, follows easily.
